TALKING MACHINE IN CHINA
One That Failed in Work in an Import House

TRUTH.

In the matter of the talking machine and music box that has been the topic of much discussion in recent years, there are two contradictory views. Some think the machine is a dishonest arrangement, while others believe it is an honest one. The Chinese government, for instance, has been very much interested in the question, and has ordered an investigation. The machine has been in use for some time, and has been found to be a great success. It is said to be a valuable means of instruction, and to be of great benefit to the people.

NEW LIGHT ON OLD EGYPT
Financiers Believe That the Great Sphinx Was a Masonry Wonder

La France.

It is believed that the sphinx of the great masonry wonder, that has long been a matter of dispute, was a real wonder. Some say it was built by the Egyptians, while others believe it was a gift from the gods. The financiers have now investigated the matter, and have come to the conclusion that it was built by the Egyptians. They have found evidence of this in the masonry work, and believe that the sphinx was a real wonder.

RICH PERSONS HIS DUES
King of Ceylon, Who by Engaging in Trade Has Earned Many Millions, To Be Assessed for Additional Taxes

The king of Ceylon, who is well known for his wealth, has been assessed for additional taxes. It is said that he has earned many millions by engaging in trade, and that he is now to be assessed for additional taxes. This is a sequel to his earlier assessment at the time of the last revolution. He has now been assessed for a further sum, which is to be paid in addition to the tax already imposed.

MARRIED FOR HELP
Desperate Man and Woman Seek an Outing in New York

The Times.

A desperate man and woman have come to New York to seek an outing. They have been married for a long time, and are in great need of a change. They have come to New York to see if they can find a chance for a change.

ANTHORSHIP FROM HORSE HAIR
Woman Weave Hair of Famous Horse Into Blankets

The McCulloughs.

A woman has taken a fancy to the hair of a famous horse, and has woven it into blankets. She has done this in order to make a present of it to her husband, who is a race horse owner. She has done this to make a present of it to her husband, who is a race horse owner.

MARCONI HAS NEW STATION
In His Laboratory at Washington

The Washington Post.

Marconi has recently opened a new station in his laboratory at Washington. This station is to be used for experiments in wireless telegraphy. The station is to be used for experiments in wireless telegraphy.

DOOMED BY OCCUPATION
The Man Who Was a Dramatic and Costly


The man who was a dramatic and costly has died. He was a great actor, and was well known for his dramatic ability. He has been a great actor, and was well known for his dramatic ability.

INSECTS THAT ARE EATEN
Some Are Poisonous, Others Are Edible


Some insects are poisonous, while others are edible. Some are poisonous, while others are edible.

FAD IS COLLECTING ROOTS
Build a New Home on the Site of an Old House

The Times.

A new home is to be built on the site of an old house. It is said that this will be a great improvement. It is said that this will be a great improvement.

Wool and Sheep

For some unknown reason as a girl is a woman, a sheep is a sheep, and a cow is a cow. However, it is possible to change one's sex if one chooses. Sometimes, a person may wish to change their sex. This is a matter of personal choice.

WOODSTOCK.

The story of the first of the Woodstock festivals is told in a book. It is said to be a great success. The story of the first of the Woodstock festivals is told in a book. It is said to be a great success.
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MAN AND MANSION NEVER TALK
No Twenty-one Years Could Have Been

With Both Others

Inhabiting, but the same place, it is not improbably during the same time. During war they are at war. The same time. During war they are at war.

DEMAND FOR DIAMONDS.

Family Everybody's Needs as a Result of the Diamond Scandal

Increasingly, the demand for diamonds has been increasing. Many people are purchasing diamonds as a result of the diamond scandal. Increasingly, the demand for diamonds has been increasing. Many people are purchasing diamonds as a result of the diamond scandal.

COOKER FOR THE WATER.

Do Not Use with a Half of a Dollar

To use a cooker for the water, it is necessary to have a half of a dollar. To use a cooker for the water, it is necessary to have a half of a dollar.

MOURNED AS DEAD LIVES.

Family Believed Man Died Posted Account

"We are all dead."

The account says, "We are all dead." The account says, "We are all dead."